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Jamie Grimm is back and better than ever in the third episode of James Patterson's bestselling I

FUNNY series. Finding himself one step closer to his dream of being the best kid comic in the world,

Jamie faces his biggest challenge yet. After scoring big on national TV in the semifinals contest,

everyone back home is jumping on the Jamie Grimm bandwagon, and all the attention might be

going to his head. Not only are his friendships starting to suffer, but the pressure of coming up with

his best material ever for the ultimate standup act to snag the final win in Hollywood is pushing

Jamie to the brink. Suddenly, life isn't looking very funny anymore. Can Jamie take the grand prize

without pushing away his fans, friends and family?
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I Totally Funniest: A Middle School Story by James Patterson and Chris Grabenstein is the last

book in the I funny series. Jamie Grimm once again is in the spotlight. He is on his way to the finals

to compete to be the Planets Funniest kid Comic. But he is up against some mean competion.

Jamie has to deal with more adversity then a normal middle schooler because he gets around in a

different way then them. Jamie uses a wheelchair as a result of the accident that killed his parents



and younger sister. But Jamie isnâ€™t alone, he has got Uncle Frankie, the Smilies, and his friends:

Gaynor, Pierce, and Gilda. But Jamie just has to make sure not to forget that he isnâ€™t alone on

his way to the Finals. I would recommend this book to anyone who liked Dairy of a Wimpy kid, this is

a more mature version of those. I would also recommend this book to anyone who wants a

heartwarming story, it is a little young but that doesnâ€™t stop it from being good.

Everyone knows the kid is funny. He's proven he can be even funnier. But is Jamie Grimm really,

totally the funniest kid in the world?- From the back of the bookAfter the car accident that killed

Jamie's parents and sister and left him in a wheelchair, Jamie spent time in a rehab center. The

staff there encouraged him to read joke books and watch videos of comedians. They said laughter

is the best medicine. Because of this, Jamie has become a comedian. He loves telling jokes.

Despite the fairly grim past, this book is not sad. It is not about his parents being dead. It happened

a while ago and Jamie is a strong kid. He thinks about his sister and parents but it is not the main

focus of the story. The trilogy is about Jamie in school and competing in various contests to try to

prove he is the Planet's Funniest Kid Comic.I read all three of these books with my son (I Funny, I

Even Funnier and I Totally Funniest). They are quick reads with short chapters. The main character,

Jamie is very funny and likable. He goes through various difficulties of being in middle school

including being bullied, navigating friendships and liking girls. In this book he is faced with the extra

pressure of being a finalist in the contest and trying to deal with the fame that comes with it. It's a lot

of pressure for a middle school kid and he has difficulties. Jamie's journey and resilience are

inspiring.My son (11) and I both really enjoyed all of the books and though the ending is predictable,

the journey is still fun. I think Middle School kids will find this a fun, easy read. The entire series is a

good choice to try for reluctant readers.Recommended to:Grades 4 through 8. Anyone who likes

funny stories or stories about middle school. Reluctant readers.

This is a heartwarming, amazing and fantastical book. Jamie Grimm is at his funniest time yet. He is

funny. I mean ROTFL kind of funny. I have read the other books, but this is the best. His friends are

mad, then nice, then mad, then nice. The Hollywood people are so weird. They are overexcited and

and then a second later, not wanting him for anything. Stevie is, as always, punching Jamie.I loved

this book from the start. It is about Jamie in the finals in LA. He is a cool kid at school now. All kinds

of good and bad things bombard him, including a hurricane, one of his friends lying, and lots of

fame. They make everything funny, from TV to the contest. I loved this book, and I recommend this

to kids who love jokes and Hollywood.I pre-ordered this book. Totally worth the wait. I would love if



the author made another book about, yours truly( Jamie Grimm ). Maybe about him going into other

countries. I think you should read the first two books or you won't get anything. There is a sample at

the end of the book, so one-in-two deal!This is like I funny and I even funnier. If you liked those

books, you would probably like this. I would advise to skip the intro about Jamie if you have read the

other books. It doesn't exactly teach a lesson, but you learn about the bad things about being on

TV, and also being in a wheelchair. Yes, Jamie has a dark side in his life.

I bought 40 books to complete my collection by S. Cannell, M. Connelly, J. Patterson, & J.

Wambaugh. I haven't read all of them yet, but these guys have never disappointed, and I don't think

that they ever will.That's why I read them.

Had to buy this for my 10 yr old twin sons as they have both gotten into this series. They really

enjoyed it and both had it completely read in the span of a couple of days. Anything that captures

their attention so completely is well done.

This book looks at the world from the perspective of: a victim, jerk, friend, kid comic, and most

importantly... Butt Level. Meet Jamie Grimm- the sit-down kid comic. The funniest kid comic finals

await him in Hollywood, the stakes rocket up sky-high. But there is something in his hometown that

needs those stakes more than Jamie. Could it be A. a big-time Hollywood agent? B. Millions of

dollars worth of damage? C. a penthouse in New York City? or D. The middle school bully/ his

cousin Stevie Kosgrov?

Such a great series of books that my tween and eight year old have gone through the entire series

and keep asking when another book is going to come out. I highly recommend these books to

anyone with children from 6 to 12 as they will love them!
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